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I had the Halcyan water conditioner installed in May 2012. I can testify that within
one or two weeks I noticed significant improvement in my water quality and this
manifested itself in several ways.
I first noticed that I no longer had to use the same amount of shampoo, and
eventually dispensed with conditioner altogether. I was aware of the soft texture
of my hair, and that it became easier to manage.
There was a demonstrable change with my towels in as much as they had a softer
pile and felt more luxurious than the ones laundered before the installation. My
outlay for washing machine soap and conditioner has halved and since the
installation I have not used any water softeners to protect the washing machine.
After nine months I eventually undertook the dreaded washing machine ‘filter
clean’ and to my amazement found the filter and surrounding pipe work not only
clean as new but odourless.
I no longer experience white water marks on the chrome taps in the bathroom
and I am particularly pleased that these troublesome watermarks are no longer an
eye sore on my ‘brown’ kitchen sink.
Last but not least I purchased a new kettle at the same time as the installation and
one year on I still have no need or desire to have to de-scale it.
I have no hesitation in recommending the Halcyan water conditioner, and have no
regrets at all that I invested in this product.

Mrs Mary C
Durdham Downs, Bristol
May 2013

“It really works – good product”
(Regarding a shower unit)

Mr Richard E
Bristol
June 2015

“I have been very pleased with the quick results that I have seen after fitting the
Halcyan Water Conditioner in my apartment. I’ve found that washing the dishes is
much easier, as I use hardly any detergent now and the dishes clean very easily.
In the shower, in find I am using a lot less soap, and my previously dry skin is now
in excellent condition. I wasn’t expecting this and it’s been a real bonus.
I don’t know how it performs in the washing machine as I use a communal facility
but it has cleared out all the lime scale that had accumulated in my kitchen sink
really quickly.
Lastly my new bathroom has stayed looking spick and span with no marks or
accumulation of white crustiness.
I’m delighted with the Halcyan and the results after only a couple of months.”

Mr Bob P
Stoke Bishop, Bristol
January 2014

“I tried soapy hands under tap at parents yesterday and was pleasantly surprised.
Your system works a treat. Call me a cynic, but I was not 100% sure what to
expect! I would certainly install the Halcyan instead of salt based softener in
future.”

Mr Andrew H
Faygate, West Sussex
April 2015

“Expect Eden mentioned that the Halcyan has really kicked in now.
Scale is slowly dissolving, showers seem cleaner and one of my daughters visiting
from London said she noticed the difference when her head disappeared in
bubbles!”

Mr Tony W
Redland, Bristol
April 2014

“I purchased a water softener because I couldn’t bear the thought of all the lovely
new taps and sanitary fittings that I fitted as part of an extension to my home,
getting all scaled up. I chose the Halcyan because it was so simple, cost effective
and required no maintenance. The unit has performed very well. The chrome
fittings and glass shower door only require a weekly clean to keep them clear and
shiny. Additionally, my son’s eczema has almost cleared up and the water
tastes better, benefits that I was not anticipating.”

Mrs Diane M
Cholsey, Wallingford, Oxon
October 2014

“At last!! Had to wait some time for a plumber but device as you can see is now up
and running. The kettle descaled within 3 to 4 days and the dishwasher no longer
tarnishes cutlery.
I don’t think it will be long before other appliances which are not on mains supply
will also be a “lot more healthier”. Thanks for everything.

Mr John T
Braintree, Essex
July 2015

“Just a quick line to let you know about the water softener that Henning installed
at the end of July.
No real scientific evidence but have noticed that shampoo and soap last a lot
longer, presumably foams better in the softer water, so using less. Also feeling far
less itchy, think it is related to either the change in water or less soap.
The kettle had a descaler device in that was really soapy to touch. Left it in place
and now no longer soapy. The consistency of the deposit is now more grainy.”

Mr John T
Braintree, Essex
July 2015

Bought to protect two new bathrooms. Looking good 2 years on. London water
Bathroom installer sceptical.
" High priced piece of copper pipe?" I took a chance. No regrets over alternative
salt things. It's not perfect like those but the lime scale just seems to rub off.
"Pleasure for effort ratio?": This device vs lugging heavy bags of salt/ third tap for
drinking water/ external drainage
No contest. Recommend.

Mr Phil Neal
SW19, London
October 2019

Good people to deal with when making initial investigation into product. Clear,
precise and confident in their product. We live in a very hard water area and a
water softener is essential.
This product is far superior to a softener in my opinion. Ease of installation, no
footprint just cut out the appropriate length of pipe and replace with
the Halcyan pipe.
No salt to be bothered with.
No worrying which taps have softened water and which don’t Just drink from any
tap. Installed in our new home and working for nearly three months. We are
delighted with the decision to go Halcyan.

Mr Maxwell Packe
BH13, Sandbanks, Poole
October 2019

